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  Inspiring Star  Project 

Something to read about: 
 

Who would have thought that making  origami inspiring stars would be                       

so therapeutic? 
 

With my gentle reinforcement, my children quickly immersed themselves in creating 

a simple project, The Inspiring Star Project.  As a family, we managed to channel our 

emotions to something calming and at the same time  provides encouragement for 

us in taking each day with the right frame of mind and work towards healing.   
  

We took some time to enjoy this simple creative craft with the help of Karlene and 

Maria, (both girls has the creative DNA in the family) .  Folding paper into something beautiful, we thought it 

would be fun to make a whole bunch ( 1,500+ and DJ our youngest still counting…) with inspirational, kind     

positive words, some humor, and “you are” phrases inside.  We put them all in a little fish bowl and prettied      

it up.   
 

A bowl of inspiring little starts is such a small thing and if just one person in a similar situation is inspired to    

remain positive towards eventual healing, it will be a great big fat bonus to us. 
 

From then on, in quieter moment and to obviate the gremlins (that tries to creep in sometimes), we fold almost 

every moment of free time we had. 
 

In closing, as difficult as the loss may be, there are healthy ways to cope with the pain of losing someone dear to 

us, that in time can permit and renew us and make it possible to move forward with hope for the brighter      

future with the help of our little inspiring stars so cute and so sweet to give your spirit a high without the sugar 

high, get some.:)  
 

To our shared journey,  

Jocelyn 

PASPSC Contributor  

Something to think about: 

“If you light a lamp for somebody, it will also brighten your path” —Buddha 

Something to laugh about: 

People say money is not the key to happiness, but I always figured if you had enough money, you can have a key made.:) 
Just saying.. (anonymous ) 
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